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Key Issues University of
Illinois Press
Know Thyself: The Value and
Limits of Self-Knowledge takes
the reader on tour of the
nature, value, and limits of
self-knowledge. Mitchell S.
Green calls on classical
sources like Plato and
Descartes, 20th-century
thinkers like Freud, recent
developments in neuroscience
and experimental psychology,
and even Buddhist philosophy to
explore topics at the heart of
who we are. The result is an
unvarnished look at both the
achievements and drawbacks of
the many attempts to better
know one’s own self. Key topics
in this volume include:
Knowledge – what it means to

know, the link between wisdom
and knowledge, and the value of
living an "examined life"
Personal identity – questions of
dualism (the idea that our mind
is not only our brain), bodily
continuity, and personhood The
unconscious — including the kind
posited by psychoanalysis as
well as the form proposed by
recent research on the so-called
adaptive unconscious Free will –
if we have it, and the recent
arguments from neuroscience
challenging it Self-misleading –
the ways we willfully deceive
ourselves, and how this relates
to empathy, peer disagreement,
implicit bias, and intellectual
humility Experimental psychology
– considerations on the
automaticity of emotion and
other cognitive processes, and
how they shape us This book is
designed to be used in
conjunction with the free ‘Know
Thyself’ MOOC (massive open
online course) created through
collaboration of the University
of Connecticut's Project on
Humility and Conviction in
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Public Life, and the University
of Edinburgh’s Eidyn research
centre, and hosted on the
Coursera platform (https://www.c
oursera.org/learn/know-thyself).
The book is also suitable as a
text for interdisciplinary
courses in the philosophy of
mind or self-knowledge, and is
highly recommended for anyone
looking for a short overview of
this fascinating topic.

Negotiating the Environment Springer
At a time when environmental and social
stakes are at their highest – with rising
crises and contradictions at the nexus of a
building sense of environmental and social
collapse – there are no easy solutions.
Global Im-Possibilities explores just what
can be done around the world to ameliorate
this dynamic. Using a range of essays and a
multitude of case studies, this book explores
what new lessons can be learned from
examining the challenges and impediments
to achieving just sustainabilities on the levels
of policy, planning, and practice, and
considers how these challenges and
impediments can be addressed by
individuals and/or governments. Taking a
nuanced approach to provide an
intersectional analysis of a particular issue
relating to the ideals for achieving
sustainability, this book asserts that that it is
only in recognizing such complexity that we
can hope to achieve just sustainabilities.
Our Last Best Act: Planning for the End of
Our Lives to Protect the Peop Routledge
The American Jewish Year Book, which spans
three different centuries, is the annual record of
the North American Jewish communities and
provides insight into their major trends. Part I
of the current volume contains the lead article:
Chapter 1, “Pastrami, Verklempt, and Tshoot-

spa: Non-Jews’ Use of Jewish Language in the
US” by Sarah Bunin Benor. Following this
chapter are three on domestic and international
events, which analyze the year’s events as they
affect American Jewish communal and political
affairs. Three chapters analyze the demography
and geography of the US, Canada, and world
Jewish populations. Part II provides lists of
Jewish institutions, including federations,
community centers, social service agencies,
national organizations, synagogues, Hillels,
camps, museums, and Israeli consulates. The
final chapters present national and local Jewish
periodicals and broadcast media; academic
resources, including Jewish Studies programs,
books, journals, articles, websites, and research
libraries; and lists of major events in the past
year, Jewish honorees, and obituaries. While
written mostly by academics, this volume
conveys an accessible style, making it of
interest to public officials, professional and lay
leaders in the Jewish community, as well as the
general public and academic researchers. The
American Jewish Year Book has been a key
resource for social scientists exploring
comparative and historical data on Jewish
population patterns. No less important, the Year
Book serves organization leaders and policy
makers as the source for valuable data on
Jewish communities and as a basis for planning.
Serious evidence-based articles regularly appear
in the Year Book that focus on analyses and
reviews of critical issues facing American Jews
and their communities which are indispensable
for scholars and community leaders. Calvin
Goldscheider, Professor Emeritus of Sociology
and Ungerleider Professor Emeritus of Judaic
Studies, Brown University They have done it
again. The American Jewish Year Book has
produced yet another edition to add to its
distinguished tradition of providing facts,
figures and analyses of contemporary life in
North America. Its well-researched and easily
accessible essays offer the most up to date
scrutiny of topics and challenges of importance
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to American Jewish life; to the American scene
of which it is a part and to world Jewry.
Whether one is an academic or professional
member of the Jewish community (or just an
interested reader of all things Jewish), there is
not another more impressive and informative
reading than the American Jewish Year Book.
Debra Renee Kaufman, Professor Emerita and
Matthews Distinguished University Professor,
Northeastern University
A Comprehensive Action Plan for Towns,
Cities, and Regions Routledge
This systematic philosophical study of self-
expression explores the ways in which it
reveals our states of thought, feeling, and
experience. Green defends striking new
theses on such topics as our ability to
perceive emotion in others, artistic
expression, empathy, expressive
language, meaning, facial expression, and
speech acts.
The Story Behind Our Obsession with Bottled Water
Oxford University Press
Examines the commercialization of bottled water,
discussing how the demand has been fueled by the
marketing campaigns of big business and the impact
that sales have had on the environment, public policy,
and global access to a natural resource.
Green Metropolis Routledge
A "persuasive and essential" (Matthew
Desmond) work that will forever change how
we look at life after prison in America through
Miller's "stunning, and deeply painful
reckoning with our nation's carceral system"
(Heather Ann Thompson). Each year, more
than half a million Americans are released
from prison and join a population of twenty
million people who live with a felony record.
Reuben Miller, a chaplain at the Cook
County Jail in Chicago and now a sociologist
studying mass incarceration, spent years
alongside prisoners, ex-prisoners, their
friends, and their families to understand the
lifelong burden that even a single arrest can

entail. What his work revealed is a simple, if
overlooked truth: life after incarceration is its
own form of prison. The idea that one can
serve their debt and return to life as a full-
fledge member of society is one of America's
most nefarious myths. Recently released
individuals are faced with jobs that are off-
limits, apartments that cannot be occupied
and votes that cannot be cast. As The Color of
Law exposed about our understanding of
housing segregation, Halfway Home shows
that the American justice system was not
created to rehabilitate. Parole is structured to
keep classes of Americans impoverished,
unstable, and disenfranchised long after
they've paid their debt to society. Informed by
Miller's experience as the son and brother of
incarcerated men, captures the stories of the
men, women, and communities fighting
against a system that is designed for them to
fail. It is a poignant and eye-opening call to
arms that reveals how laws, rules, and
regulations extract a tangible cost not only
from those working to rebuild their lives, but
also our democracy. As Miller searchingly
explores, America must acknowledge and
value the lives of its formerly imprisoned
citizens. PEN America 2022 John Kenneth
Galbraith Award for Nonfiction Finalist
Winner of the 2022 PROSE Award for
Excellence in Social Sciences 2022 PROSE
Awards Finalist 2022 PROSE Awards
Category Winner for Cultural Anthropology
and Sociology An NPR Selected 2021 Books
We Love As heard on NPR’s Fresh Air
Social Media News and Its Impact Routledge
Emerging Contaminants in the Environment:
Challenges and Sustainable Practices covers all
aspects of emerging contaminants in the
environment, from basic understanding to
different types of emerging contaminants and
how these threaten organisms, their
environmental fate studies, detection methods,
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and sustainable practices of dealing with
contaminants. Emerging contaminant
remediation is a pressing need due to the ever-
increasing pollution in the environment, and it
has gained a lot of scientific and public attention
due to its high effectiveness and sustainability. The
discussions in the book on the bioremediation of
these contaminants are covered from the
perspective of proven technologies and practices
through case studies and real-world data. One of
the main benefits of this book is that it
summarizes future challenges and sustainable
solutions. It can, therefore, become an effective
guide to the elimination (through sustainable
practices) of emerging contaminants. At the back
of these explorations on sustainable
bioremediation of emerging contaminants lies the
set of 17 goals articulated by the United Nations in
its 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development,
adopted by all its member states. This book
provides academics, researchers, students, and
practitioners interested in the detection and
elimination of emerging contaminants from the
environment, with the latest advances by leading
experts in emerging contaminants the field of
environmental sciences. Covers most aspects of
the most predominant emerging contaminants in
the environment, including in soil, air, and water
Describes the occurrence of these contaminants,
the problems they cause, and the sustainable
practices to deal with the contaminants Includes
data from case studies to provide real-world
examples of sustainable practices and emerging
contaminant remediation
Shock the World Whitman Pub Llc
Introduction to Public Relations: Strategic, Digital,
and Socially Responsible Communication presents a
comprehensive introduction to the field of public
relations (PR) with a focus on new media and social
responsibility. Recognizing that the shifts in
technology, business, and culture require a fresh
approach, authors Janis Teruggi Page and Lawrence J.
Parnell show students how today′s PR professionals
create persuasive messages with modern technologies
while working in line with the industry′s
foundations. The authors balance this approach with

a focus on understanding communication theory,
history, process, and practice, and how all these
concepts can be applied to strategic PR planning. The
Second Edition features new and refreshed content
throughout, including cases, chapter-opening
scenarios, and profiles of both young and senior
practitioners with tips and career guidance for student
success. Included with this title: The password-
protected Instructor Resource Site (formally known as
SAGE Edge) offers access to all text-specific resources,
including a test bank and editable, chapter-specific
PowerPoint� slides. Learn more.
Human Rights and the Negotiation of American
Power Routledge
It took nearly a century for a tiny agricultural
school in the hills to transform itself into the
powerful state university that is UConn, and the
game of basketball has been integral to the rise of
Huskymania. In the University of Connecticut
Basketball Vault: The History of the Huskies you
will find the stories of all the heroes of the Husky
hardwood, from Louis Alexander to Walt Dropo
to Ray Allen and Khalid El-Amin. Author Ken
Davis has spent more than 30 years covering
college basketball, including 20 for The Hartford
Courant, and here he combines great game
coverage with behind-the-scenes anecdotes to
present a view of Connecticut basketball you
won't find anywhere else. UConn fans will also
find never-before-published vintage
photographs, artwork and memorabilia drawn
from Connecticut's extensive campus archives,
including reproductions of old game programs,
historic tickets, stickers and other amazing
replicas tucked into dozens of pockets.
Global Im-Possibilities Augsburg Fortress
Publishers
The American attitude toward human rights is
deemed inconsistent, even hypocritical: while the
United States is characterized (or self-
characterized) as a global leader in promoting
human rights, the nation has consistently
restrained broader interpretations of human
rights and held international enforcement
mechanisms at arm's length. Human Rights and
the Negotiation of American Power examines the
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causes, consequences, and tensions of America's
growth as the leading world power after World
War II alongside the flowering of the human
rights movement. Through careful archival
research, Glenn Mitoma reveals how the U.S.
government, key civil society groups, Cold War
politics, and specific individuals contributed to
America's emergence as an ambivalent yet central
player in establishing an international rights ethic.
Mitoma focuses on the work of three American
civil society organizations: the Commission to
Study the Organization of Peace, the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored
People, and the American Bar Association—and
their influence on U.S. human rights policy from
the late 1930s through the 1950s. He demonstrates
that the burgeoning transnational language of
human rights provided two prominent United
Nations diplomats and charter members of the
Commission on Human Rights—Charles Malik
and Carlos Romulo—with fresh and essential
opportunities for influencing the position of the
United States, most particularly with respect to
developing nations. Looking at the critical
contributions made by these two men, Mitoma
uncovers the unique causes, tensions, and
consequences of American exceptionalism.
Ecological Sustainability Oxford University Press
Conservation Biology and Biodiversity In the 1980s,
biologists working in Lake Victoria in Africa
discovered one of the most extraordinary products of
evolution on the planet. Located in the Great Rift
Valley, Lake Victoria is an enormous and deep lake
about 68,900 km2 in area (larger than Lake Huron,
the second largest of North America's Great Lakes).
Biologists were studying species of a family of fish
called cichlids. When they sampled for fish in
different locations of the lake, the researchers
identified over 500 evolved species in total. However,
the scientists soon discovered that the invasive Nile
Perch was destroying the lake's cichlid population,
bringing hundreds of cichlid species to extinction
with devastating rapidity. Chapter Outline: The
Biodiversity Crisis The Importance of Biodiversity to
Human Life Threats to Biodiversity Preserving
Biodiversity The Open Courses Library introduces
you to the best Open Source Courses.

University of Connecticut Basketball Vault Routledge
Society is an ultrasocial superorganism whose
requirements take precedence over individuals. What
does this mean for humanity's future?
Ecotrain Green Career Guide Almanac Little,
Brown
Combines development theory with practice
through a case study of the West African
community of Tostan.
Understanding Complex Issues National
Academies Press
We RiseThe Earth Guardians Guide to Building a
Movement that Restores the PlanetRodale
Planning for the End of Our Lives to Protect
the People and Places We Lo Routledge
How do we align our end-of-life choices with
our values? In a world experiencing a climate
crisis and a culture that avoids discussions
about death and dying, environmentalist and
educator Mallory McDuff takes readers on a
journey to discover new, sustainable practices
around death and dying.
Amer Public Health Assn
Though women enter France’s culinary
professions at higher rates than ever, men still
receive the lion’s share of the major awards
and Michelin stars. Rachel E. Black looks at
the experiences of women in Lyon to examine
issues of gender inequality in France’s
culinary industry. Known for its female-led
kitchens, Lyon provides a unique setting for
understanding the gender divide, as Lyonnais
women have played a major role in
maintaining the city’s culinary heritage and
its status as a center for innovation. Voices
from history combine with present-day
interviews and participant observation to
reveal the strategies women use to navigate
male-dominated workplaces or, in many
cases, avoid men in kitchens altogether. Black
also charts how constraints imposed by
French culture minimize the impact of
#MeToo and other reform-minded
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movements. Evocative and original, Cheffes de
Cuisine celebrates the successes of women
inside the professional French kitchen and
reveals the obstacles women face in the
culinary industry and other male-dominated
professions.
Sustainability in Higher Education We RiseThe
Earth Guardians Guide to Building a Movement
that Restores the Planet
Campus leaders describe how community
colleges, publicly funded universities, and private
liberal arts colleges across America are integrating
sustainability into curriculum, policies, and
programs. In colleges and universities across the
United States, students, faculty, and staff are
forging new paths to sustainability. From private
liberal arts colleges to major research institutions
to community colleges, sustainability concerns
are being integrated into curricula, policies, and
programs. New divisions, degree programs, and
courses of study cross traditional disciplinary
boundaries; Sustainability Councils become part
of campus governance; and new sustainability
issues link to historic social and educational
missions. In this book, leaders from twenty-four
colleges and universities offer their stories of
institutional and personal transformation. These
stories document both the power of
leadership—whether by college presidents,
faculty, staff, or student activists—and the
potential for institutions to redefine themselves.
Chapters recount, among other things, how
inclusive campus governance helped mobilize
students at the University of South Carolina; how
a course at the Menominee Nation's tribal college
linked sustainability and traditional knowledge;
how the president of Furman University
convinced a conservative campus community to
make sustainability a strategic priority; how
students at San Diego State University built
sustainability into future governance while
financing a LEED platinum-certified student
center; and how sustainability transformed
pedagogy in a lecture class at Penn State. As this
book makes clear, there are many paths to

sustainability in higher education. These stories
offer a snapshot of what has been accomplished
and a roadmap to what is possible. Colleges and
Universities Covered Arizona State University �
Central College, Iowa � College of the
Menominee Nation, Wisconsin � Curriculum
for the Bio-region Project, Pacific Northwest �
Drury University, Missouri � Emory University,
Georgia � Florida A&M University � Furman
University, South Carolina � Green Mountain
College, Vermont � Kap'olani Community
College, Honolulu, Hawaii � Pennsylvania State
University � San Diego State University � Santa
Clara University, California � Slippery Rock
State University, Pennsylvania � Spelman
College, Georgia � Unity College, Maine �
University of Hawaii–Manoa � University of
Michigan � University of South Carolina �
University of South Florida � University of
Wisconsin–Oshkosh � Warren Wilson
College, North Carolina � Yale University
Sustainable and Resilient Communities University of
Toronto Press
Is our imagination adequate to the realities of global
warming? The novelist Amitav Ghosh argues that we
need art and literature to help us imagine our future
in the Anthropocene, but that they are falling short of
the task. If culture cannot help us see the realities of
our plight, then our era, which so congratulates itself
on its self-awareness, may come to be known as the
time of the Great Derangement. A case in point is
fiction, which is so committed to normalcy and the
everyday that it has no space for the improbability of
climate change events the persistent droughts,
hundred-year storms, and freakish tornadoes. Our
politics, likewise, seems unable to mobilize forcefully
in response to climate change. Ghosh argues that
politics, like literature, has become a matter of
individual moral reckoning, a journey of the solitary
conscience rather than an arena of collective action.
But to limit fiction and politics to individual moral
adventure comes at a great cost. The climate crisis
asks us to imagine other forms of human existence a
task to which fiction, Ghosh argues, is the best suited
of all cultural forms. A powerful nonfiction work by
one of our most gifted, historically attuned novelists,
"The Great Derangement "brings a fresh urgency to
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thinking on climate change. "
Halfway Home Bloomsbury Publishing
Written by the co-founder and former board
president of a non-profit shared-use commercial
kitchen, Understanding Just Sustainabilities from
Within presents an intersectional analysis of
CLiCK (Commercially Licensed Co-operative
Kitchen), in order to explore what just
sustainabilities can look and feel like from within
and without. Through a unique combination of
auto ethnography, participant observation,
surveys and secondary research, this book offers
insights into CLiCK’s micro and macro
successes, failures, and unknowns in relation to
its attempt to put the concept of just
sustainabilities into daily practice, and praxis.
Developing its practical analyses from a
theoretical basis, this book does not focus on
definitive answers, recognizing instead that the
closest we can get to understanding just
sustainabilities in praxis is through long-term
collective struggle and ultimately love.
Researchers and educators who are interested in
linking theory with practice, especially in relation
to just Sustainabilities and intersectionality, will
appreciate the theoretical grounding, making it
desirable for multiple social science classes.
Additionally, those involved with the social
justice, food justice and just sustainabilities
movements will benefit from the book’s
insights into best practices to address issues of
social inequalities on the micro level, while also
offering the benefits of a macro intersectional
analysis.
Interlibrary Loan Policy SAGE Publications
Civil society participants have voiced concerns that
the environmental problems that were the subject of
multilateral environmental agreements negotiated
during the 1992 Rio processes are not serving to
ameliorate global environmental problems. These
concerns raise significant questions regarding the
utility of negotiating agreements through the UN.
This book elucidates the complexity of how
participants engage in these negotiations through the
various processes that take place under the auspices of
the UN—primarily those related to climate and

biological diversity. By taking an ethnographic
approach and providing concrete examples of how it
is that civil society participants engage in making
policy, this book develops a robust sense of the
implications of the current terrain of policy-
making—both for the environment, and for the
continued participation of non-state actors in
multilateral environmental governance. Using data
gathered at actual negotiations, the book develops
concepts such as participation and governance
beyond theory. The research uses participant
observation ethnographic methods to tie the
theoretical frameworks to people’s actual activities as
policy is generated and contested. Whereas topics
associated with global environmental governance are
traditionally addressed in fields such as international
relations and political science, this book contributes to
developing a richer understanding of the theories
using a sociological framework, tying individual
activities into larger social relations and shedding light
on critical questions associated with transnational civil
society and global politics.
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